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abstact : A simulation-based day+o-day stochastic assignment model and solutionalgorithm are developed in order'to reflect tn" ariu"it-fuilv-;;ft choice behaviouraccordlng to tle taffrc information. Driver's route choice mechanism are Uusea onthe past experience of the road traffic conditions which they took previou, a;t;. ;numerical. example is presented to illushate ttre apfticati# *d'*."rr*ent of the
1"^r"lg^"-1 l?-lg:det traffrc mragement model. Tht results of this pup"i .-r,o* tr,utthe ettect of provision of haffic information exist under the condition of oroo.i
clemand, compliance with information, and the variance of travel time pircepti5n.'--

r. INTRODUCTION

Higher vehicle ownership and usage have led to heavy traffic congestion on urban
road network. The traffic management schemes in order to reduce the urban
congestion and to make best use of available road capacity are intoduced. Some of
them are taflic demand management, network operation and provision of
information. The usage of real-time traffic information systems within the
framework of ITS(Intelligent Transportation system), in particular, has become a
powerful tool as a possible solution to the ever-growing congestion problem on
urban area. Traffic information also enables driver to avoid the traffic accident area
and reduce the congestion to some extent.

One of the basic assumptions in conventional traffrc assignment approaches is that
the drivers' attributes are identical, or they are not different among others.
However, this assumption is not realistic in urban traffic conditions. There exist
differences or perception errors among drivers. Stochastic approaches of traffic
assignment include the variability in driver,s perceptions of costs and seek to
minimize disutility. In stochastic equilibrium models, costs perceived by drivers are
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considered different from actual costs. The perceived cost is modelled as a random

variable. Several approaches have been proposed to fomulate and solve the

stochastic assignment. But simulation-based and proportion-based methods are

relatively widespread accePted.

Recently various methods have been developed to the traffic information systems

within the ITS. In terms of providing information, the approaches are classified into

individual in-vehicle route guidance system and collective system such as

VMS(Variable Message Sign). The in-vehicle system may be considered to fall into

autonomous navigation aids, one-way or two-way communication systems. In the

collective system, drivers may receive information from VMS distributed at a key

location in the network. In contrast to the in-vehicle systems, the message content

will have general value which individual drivers must interpret' The subsequent

driver's decision will vary with their level of knowledge of the network and their

ability so as to determine the implications of the message for their own journey'

Breheret et al.(1990) used the heuristic dynamic assignment model as a tool for

evaluation of trafftc information effects. They assumed unguided drivers to follow

an approximate stochastic user equilibrium(SUE) based on prevailing conditions,

whilst guided drivers follows user optimum routes based on current conditions'

They reported that total travel time decrease until proportions of guided drivers is

20% and benefits of guided drivers is greater than one of unguided. Smith and

Russam(1989) also reported average journey time saving of 6-7oh for guided, which

actually decreased with an increase in take up and unguided is also benefited with

travel time reductions of uP to 3%.

Koutsopoulos and Lotan(I989) assumed that route guidance would reduce the

p"r""piion errors in link travel time estimates, so that their model consists of a
-SUe -assig.,ment 

of two classes with different variances in the normal distribution

in perceived link costs. An increase in the quality of information resulted in a

reduction in perception elrors by guided drivers, and therefore in a reduction in

their travel times.

Van Vuren and Watling(1991) assumed the unguided user were expected to follow

a SUE, whilst equipped drivers were guided via uE(User Equilibrium) or

SO(System optimal) ,out"r. They reported that so routing benefited the unguided

drivers - at the expense of guided drivers - at the levels of take up' However,

equipped drivers stated benefiting too when their numbers increased: at the highest

terei, of take up(higher than 50-70%)the results revealed how guided drivers under

SO routing might benefit even more than that of the unguided ones'

The results of these various model studied are obviously rather ambiguous'

Hypotheses about the route choice and interaction of guided and unguided driver

strongly influence the model outcomes. often the models used in these studies are

heuristic, or they are only valid under rather stong assumptions. this is not to
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belittle the importance of all these model studied: it merely shows the cunent
problems in understanding and anticipating the expected behaviour of future route
guidance systems.

The objective of this paper is to assess the effect of the traffic information
according to the various information providing strategies with stochastic assignment.
For this puqpose, simulation-based day-to-day stochastic assignment is developed to
reflect the driver's daily behavior. Driver's route choice mechanisms are based on
the past experience of the road traffic conditions which they took previous days.
Some information provision strategies are also developed in order to use the
systems effectively. An example of contrived network is used to evaluate day-to-day
stochastic traffic assignment model and to assess the effect of information provision
strategies.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE DAILY STOCHASTIC ASSIGNMENT MODEL

The developed model in this paper consists of two models that are daily stochastic
assignment and traffic information. Traffic information is used to provide route
following information in order to avoid traffic congestions ahead of some
alternative routes. Two routines calculate interactively until mutually consistent
traffic flows are obtained. The systematic framework of the model is shown in
Figure I below.

Figure l. Systematic diagram for the model

2.1 Day-to-day stochastic assignment model

Day-to-day stochastic assignment model is developed in order to reflect the
driver's daily route choice behaviour according to the traffic information. Driver
behaviors are varied with the travel cost which is consisted of mean link travel
time and variation which come from drivers' perception errors. The errors are

day-to-day stochatic
traffic asslgnment
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supposed to be normally distributed. Driver's daily route choice rules are based on

the previous experiences and information provision strategies also cause the

switching of driver's daily route choice behaviour.

Stochastic network loading models are a special case of discrete choice models. To

apply these models, the probability distribution function of the (perceived) tavel

time on each path has to be known so that the path choice probability can be

calculated. Generally route-choice model is divided into multi-nominal logit-based

model and probit-based one. In this research probit model with Burrell's method

which assume that the random error of each utility is normally distributed is used.

And the computation of the probit choice probabilities used in here is a Monte

Carlo simulation procedure.

SUE is more general statement of equilibrium than the UE conditions. In other

words, the UE conditions are a particular case of SUE; when the variance of tavel

time perception is zero, the SUE conditions are identical to the UE conditions.

Link travel time function is developed as follows:

T,(w) : 11 - 5; 1,( a,) + 65, (zu)

Where T"(w) is the total travel cost on link a at day w, comprising of actual

travel cost t,(w) and predicted cost, S,(a;). d is a parameter reflecting driver's

behaviour. t"(w) and S,(ra) are the function of traffic flow in day w as follows

(l)

t"(w): tn* alc,(w) - t")

S,( r) : Brt,(w)'f Bzto(w- I) * Bzt"(w-2)

(2)

(3)

where, c.(w) is BPR cost function and b is free flow tavel time'

2.2 Provision of information

Traffic information plays an important role in drivers' route choice behaviors and it

is classified into individual system and collective system. The paper selects VMS as

a collective information system and provide the predicted travel time information to

drivers. Sensitivity of drivers' following to the routing information is tested, as the

drivers' compliant parameter d increases incrementally. The predicted travel cost is

formulated as a linear polynomial equation:

S,( ar): p1t"(w) t B2t"(w- l) t Bst,(u-Z) (4)

fo,--, i:r , .n (s)
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where s,(ra) is the predicted tavel time on link a at day w, which is based on
weighted averages of the tavel times on current and previous days by moving
average method' On the other aspect, the provision of traffic information is also to
fall into two parts; minimizing travel cost for driver(user equilibrium) or network as
a whole(system optimality).

2.3 Solution Algorithm

The solution algorithm in the paper is the method of successive method(MSA)
which is based on a predetermined move size along the descent direction.. MSA
algorithm used in the paper can be summarized as follows :

[step 0] Initialization.
- Perform a stochastic network loading based on a set of initial travel

times{tuo}.
(0) Initialization : I =l
(l) Sampling : sample f[0-ttt(t".0t) from each link a

(2) All-or-nothing assignment based on I Tl0l
. assign [q"] to the shortest path connecting O-D pair r-s.
. yields the set of link nows { Xjo}

(3) Flow averaging , X[o:l( t -D X(t-D+ XIDV
(4) Stopping test,:':ffi,Ya

If max lxjDl< &, stop. The solution ir { Xjr}. otherwise,
set /: / +l and go to step L

- Set n:1.
[step l] update. set tun : L()q'), Va
[step 2] Direction finding. Perform a stochastic network loading based on the

current set of link tavel times{Ln}.
[step 3] Move. Find the new flow pattern by setting

xl*t : xl+ (Jln)(yl- xi)
[step 4] convergence criterion. If convergence is attained, stop. If not, set n=n*l

and go on step 1.

3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

3.1 A test network

A numerical example is presented to illustate the application and assessment of the
developed day+o-day stochastic traffrc assignment model. The example network
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shown in Figure 2, includes one variable message sign. The input data such as link

capacity, free-flow cost and the parameters of compliance, variance are shown in

Table l. It is assumed that there is one origin-destination pair from node I to node

6 with different 11ip demand of 500vehicles/day(undersaturation),

l,000vehicles/day(saturation) and l,500vehicles/day(oversaturation) respectively'

Figure 2. ExamPle Network

Table 1. Input data

! network data

capacity(veh/daY )
free flow time(sec)

1000 at all link
60 at all link

I others

degree of information compliance ( d )

the variance of travel time perception( d )

total trip demand(veh/daY)

study period

0.0 0.5 1.0

0.0 0.5 1.0

500 1000 1500

15 days

3.2 Numerical results

l) The transition of traffic flow

Figure 3 and figure 4 show the evolution of traffic flow as day go by. In the case

oi no variance of perception enor, traffic flows are stable as day elapse in figure

3.Withtheperceptionvariancevalueof6:0'5'trafficflowsare'however'
fluctuated over days as shown in figure 4 but as the compliance of information' d' '
increase, the range of fluctuation become lesser. This results show that Eaffic

information make traffic smooth and give benefits to drivers'
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delta =0o

Figure3. transition of traffic flow(d:1000,d :0.0) Figure4. transition of traflic flow(d=1000,d =0.5)

As you see figure 5, at the low demand level, the range of traffic fluctuation is
very high but in the case of higher demand level in figure 6, traffic fluctuation
decrease.

Figure5. transition of tamc flow(d=50O,d =0.5)

2) The transition of the total havel time

Figure6. transition of traflic flow(d=l000,d =0.5)

Figure 7 and figure 8 show the evolution of the total travel time. In the case of
1000 vehicles and the value of d = 0.5 or 1.0 in Figure8, total travel time are
lower in early days as the compliance of information increase. However as days
elapse they also converge to a certain value and show that no more benefits
provide.
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FigureT. transition of travel time(d=500,d =1.0) Figure8. transition of &avel time(d=1000,d =0.5)

From the viewpoint of 0 , the UE conditions are a particular case of SUE; when

the variance of travel time perception(A ) is zero, the SUE conditions are identical

to the UE conditions.

Figure 9, l0 shows that at demand=500(under-saturation) and A =0.0(UE condition),

despite different compliance(d ), travel time is constant. But at 0 =0.5 or 1.0(SUE

condition) the travel time is fluctuate severely.

Figureg. transition of travel time(d=50O,d =0.0) Figurel0. transition of travel time(d:500,0 =0.5)

Compared with demand:SOOvehicles in Figure 10, in the case of demand=1000

vehicles(saturation) and l500vehicles(over-saturation) the transition of travel time is

very different. At demand=l00Ovehicles and delta:0.5, 1.0, the travel cost is low

in early <iays, especially at 0:1.0. But as day goes on, the travel cost is moving

up and similar at all conditions'
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241

241

241 hela<.- oE-- 7 theta-5
heta=O:E

Figurell. fiansition of travel time(d=1000,d :0.5) Figurel2. uansition of ravel time(d:1500,0 =0.5)

The results of this paper show the effect of provision of taffic information is
influenced by many things such as tip demand level, compliance with the
information, variance of travel time perceptions, etc.

4. CONCLUSION

The important results of this research is as follows:

First, the results of this paper show that the effect of traffic information is
influenced by many factors such as demand condition, compliance with the
information, variance of tavel time perceptions, etc. Second, the effect of provision
of traffic information exist in under the condition of proper demand, compliance of
information and the variance of travel time perception.

Daily stochastic assignment model with traffic information developed in this paper
is useful to assess the various traffrc information stategies. The model also enable
to simulate the network conditions more precisely than deterministic traffic
assignment models in that the model is more available to reflect the driver's
behaviour.

Future researches relating to this paper is as follow.

1) Considering strategies of traffic information provision
The main object of trafftc management is how control the traffrc for the purpose

of decreasing traffrc congestion and how to provide traffic information. Therefore in
the next paper the provision of taffic information strategies such as minimizing
travel cost for driver(user equilibrium), network as a whole(system optimality) and
mixed type strategy are studied.

2) Including Multi-User Class(MUC)
The day+o-day stochastic assignment requires a modelling of users' dynamic
adjustnent behavior, of users' learning and forecasting mechanism, and of users'
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reactions according to the traffic information. Driver's dynamic route choice rules

are based on the experienced ffavel time and information provision strategies.

Multi-Class model is required to take differences among drivers or among vehicles

into account. To capture the behavioral differences of various types of travelers in

information gathering and compliance with traffic information, traffic model should

incorporate these factors by classi$ing drivers into different types.
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